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Fair Weather
Thanks 
This is the first November
in three years that South
Carolina hasn’t been reeling
in the wake of a new natural
disaster. 
I know we’re all grateful for
a less eventful September
and October, weather-wise.
We’ve had our share of
floods and hurricanes in the
last couple of years, and I’d
like to think we’ve paid our
dues for some time to come. 
With Thanksgiving around
the corner, I’m reminded
that gratitude isn’t seasonal,
and our thanks to the
hardworking farmers in South
Carolina shouldn’t be, either.
We have so much to be
proud of and excited about in
the agriculture industry.  
Crop projections for 2017
are extremely strong, and
we’re working hard to help
farmers around our state
receive the recognition they
deserve for their high
quality crops.  Our Certified
SC Grown Roots campaign
has begun airing on
television stations around the
state – have you seen
the commercials yet?  Visit
certifiedscgrown.com/farmers
to learn more and to meet
the farmers featured in our
campaign.  
I’m sure I don’t have
to remind you that with
Thanksgiving week comes
another important tradition…
something to do with garnet
and orange….  Whether you
support USC or Clemson,
we can all celebrate a great
rivalry with our Certified SC
Palmetto Series competition
and more specifically, a food
drive benefitting Harvest
Hope and Golden Harvest
food banks.
See Fair Weather Thanks,
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Not only do Drs. Bill and Nancy
Walker live on a Century Farm in
Anderson County, they have adopted
the farming practices of more than a
century ago. Their sustainable farm
is based on raising heritage cattle
and pigs, maintaining rotational graz-
ing, and using time-honored natural
management methods.
The Walker farm has been
in Bil l ’s family since
the 1890s.  Bil l  is a
practicing physician;




a g r o n o m y .
They began




“Our main focus is
to produce healthy,
quality food for our local
community. We concentrate
on grass-fed beef and pastured
pork,” Nancy said. They have added
free-range chickens and goats to the farm’s
livestock, along with hives of bees.
“What sets us apart is that we use intensive
rotational grazing and no chemicals,” Nancy
explained as she walked up the hill to check a
water tank for their herd of Red Devon cattle.
The grassy pasture is divided into pie-shaped
wedges by electric fencing, so the owners can
easily move the cattle from one section to
another. 
Sleek red cattle graze contentedly on
natural grasses, which are maintained without
fertilizer. Small herds are allowed to crop
the grass down to four to six inches, then
the cows are moved to another section.
Frequent rotation keeps the grass healthy,
encourages native grasses to thrive, gets
rid of weeds, and keeps parasites to a
minimum. 
The 70 or so cows are moved often—
sometimes every few days—which allows each
of the pastures to rest and recover. This
labor-intensive method keeps both the cattle
and the land healthy.
“To be a good cattle farmer,
you need to be a good
grass farmer,” Nancy
said emphatically. “Soil
is a living entity, and you
have to respect that.” Her
degree in plant genetics—plus a
bout with cancer a few years ago--sparked
her interest in growing healthy food.  “If
you eat real food produced as naturally as you
can find it, your body will get back in sync,”
she stated.
See Walker Century Farms, 
continued on page 12
The retail shop at Walker Century Farms is adjacent to the more recent pavilion at left,









The Century Farms Program was created to honor families who
have owned and farmed the same land for at least 100 years. Since
1974, more than 350 properties have been designated as Century
Farms in South Carolina. To qualify, a portion of the original property
must remain intact and the line of family ownership must be unbroken.
Walker Century Farms
Back to the Past!
STERILE GRASS CARP, 12-
14in, $12ea. Michael Price;
Lexington; 803-356-3403
BREAM, 30¢; Bass, $1.50;
Catfish, 50¢; minnows, $25/lb;
grass carp, 8in+, $13; Shad





Bass, $1.50- 3ea; catfish, 50¢-
$2. Cannon Taylor; Newberry;
803-276-0853
5 ANG YRLNG HEIFERS,
open, $900 up. Bill Harris;
Chester; 865-567-1252
2 YRLNG SG BULLS, PB,
poll red, $1200ea firm; 1 SG
PB polled red stock bull, ready
for service, $1200 firm. Leon
Shealy; Lexington; 803-622-
1314
REG ANG BULL, sired by Yon
Final Answer, exc EPDs, low
BW, $2500. Steve Hall; Lee;
803-486-4599
LIMO CATTLE, red bull, B-
4/1/15, reg, $1600; heifers,
16-28m/o, $1200up, depend-
ing on age/size, all reg, can
del/fee. James Langston;
Pickens; 864-859-6794
GELB & BALANCER REG
BULLS, 1-2y/o & 3-1y/o, good




HEREFORD BULL, 1200 lbs,
$800; Holstein bull, 600 lbs,
$425. Jimmy Wells; Anderson;
864-437-9608
25 REG BLK ANG BULLS, 2
reg SimAng, 1 blk baldy, 7-
21m/o, $1500, good EPD,
growth, easy calving, fert test-
ed. Jeff Hawkins; Anderson;
864-934-4957
CHAR/ANG CROSS BULL,
1200 lbs+, $1200; 2 calves,
500 lbs, 1 bull & 1 heifer,
$500ea. James Coster;
Greenwood; 864-227-2590




REG ANG BULLS , 18mo,
slick hair, fescue resistant,




REG & COM BLK ANG
HEIFERS, 10-12m/o, bunk
broke w/good temperament &
genetics, $1000up; reg Ang
bulls, $1550up. Kevin Renwick;
Abbeville 803-924-0535
30+ REG BLK ANG, 2y/o
bulls, limited # of cows, all cat-
egories, $1500up. Keith
Hawkins; York; 803-230-1598
REG BLK ANG BULL, AI sired
by Connealy Capitalist, 1y/o,
weaned, vac, wormed, calving
ease, docile, $1500. Lee
Clinton; York; 704-913-6127
PB BLK ANG BULLS, 15m/o-
4y/o, $1500up; Mike Johnson;
Newberry; 864-923-0750
PB BLK ANG BULLS, 10-
12m/o, $1500. Aaron Boyd;
Aiken; 803-645-9710
BLK DEXTER TRIO, cow
w/calf & unrelated bull, all for
$1200 obo. Pat Westhead;
Orangeburg; 803-290-3292
ANG HEIFERS, on grass &
grain, 4-6m/o., wormed, vac,
$300up. Casey McCarty;
Newberry; 803-924-5239
BLK ANG BULL, 9m/o, FB no
papers, $1100; ¾ Ang, ¼ Char
bull, 9m/o, $900; blk Ang
Cross Char heifer, 9m/o, $850.
L Gunter; Lexington; 803-532-
7394
REG HEREFORD HEIFERS,
Trask lineage, $1200. Brent
Belue; Cherokee; 864-921-
3707
REG BFMSTR HEIFERS ,
$1000ea. Joseph Logan;
Greenwood; 864-227-1868
9 REG BLK ANG BULLS ,
24m/o, BSE tested, Sired Yon
Legend, $2500; 16 AI heifers,
$1500. Bobby Baker;
Lancaster; 803-285-7732
PB BLK GELB BULL, 4½y/o,
gentle, $2500; Gelb cross blk
bull, 18m/o, gentle, $1200.
Keith Jones; Greenville; 864-
877-2842
CHAR BULLS, heifers, all
ages, $1500up. Louis Keasler;
Anderson; 864-314-5336
REG ANG YRG HEIFERS,
Hoover Dam & SAV b/lines,
vac, wormed, $1200. David
Gibbons; Cherokee; 864-839-
6705
REG AKAUSHI BULL, Kobe
style, $4000; 18 cow & heifers,
bred, $1800ea; heifers &
calves, $900; more. Theresa
Milanesi; Greenville; 559-217-
1153
LONGHORN BULL, reg, 2y/o,
brown & wht, $950. Dave
Willard; Edgefield; 706-214-
0236
BRAHMA CATTLE , cows,
$1500; heifers, $1000; bull
calves, $550. Eddie Ward;
Clarendon; 803-983-8671
REG BLK/RED ANG




10 ANG BLK BALDY
HEIFERS, 18m/o, short bred
to reg Ang, easy calving,
$1200ea. Steve Sease,
Anderson, 864-304-6313
3 REG CHAR BULLS, 12-
13m/o, all AI sired, gentle, on
feed, good EPD’s, $1650.
Henry Mitchell; York; 803-627-
6142
BRAHMAN BULLS , 8m/o-




ly wht, 600lbs, $900. Starrett
Hall; Aiken; 803-609-7856
ULTRA BLK & BLK BRAN-
GUS BULLS , 16m/o,
$1250up. Daniel Chassereau;
Bamberg; 803-267-4880
REG BLK ANG BULLS, 10-
13m/o, $1500ea. Doug Blake;
Greenville; 864-918-7480
REG BLK ANG BULLS, Final
Product, 14m/o-15m/o;
Hoover Dam, 10m/o-11m/o,
$1300ea. Jack Whitaker; York;
803-925-2129
REG GELB BULLS, blk, BSE,








HEIFERS, 15m/o, exc b’line &
dispo, $1100ea. John Gossett;
Spartanburg; 803-222-7786
15 BULLS , reg Blk Ang
& SimAng, 12-14m/o, well
developed, calving ease,
docile, $1500up; more. Marc
Renwick; Newberry; 803-271-
8691
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YNG BLK ANG & BLK
BALDY COWS, bred to Blk
Ang Bull, calving now thru
Jan, $1500ea. Terry Gibert;
Greenwood; 864-993-4212
10 PB BLK GELB COWS,
bull, cow & calf prs, all polled,




REG ANG COW/CALF PRS,
$2000up; reg heifers, $1400,
10x b’lines. Evelyn Edmunds;
York; 803-222-3713
HEREFORD/BRAHMA BULL,
10m/o, cream w/wht face;
Blk Baldie/Hereford bull, w/wht
face, 6m/o, $700ea. Bil ly
Gallman; Newberry; 803-276-
7171
REG BLK ANG HEIFERS ,
Fall & Spring calving cows,
$2500up. Walter Shealy;
Newberry; 803-924-1000
REG BLK ANG BULLS ,
18-24m/o, low BW, ex ft,
BSE, free del in SC, $2500up.
Dixon Shealy; Newberry; 803-
629-1174
Ads may not be submitted by
commercial dealers. Farm
truck ads must include a farm
vehicle license plate number.
ATHENS 126 OFFSET
HARROW, 28 disc, GC,
$3000. Randy Pettigrew;
Anderson; 864-934-1843
UTILITY TRL, 4x8 w/22in
cedar sides, 5.70x8 tires, fc,
$200 obo. Randy Blackmon;
Lancaster; 803-804-2196
‘06 JD 310SG, 4x4 ldr





NH 650 HAY BALER , GC,
$3900. Fred Crosby; Colleton;
843-562-2707
JD 720, not running, w/Pony
motor, $1500. Bil l  Reese;
Abbeville; 864-446-2029
JD 5205, 50hp, w/frt end ldr,
dual remotes, 4WD, 1010 act
hrs, EC, bucket & round bale
spear. Gene Klosterman;
Allendale; 803-686-1499
FORD 861 TRACTOR, dsl,
$5500, will consider trade for
pick-up of equal value. James
Malphrus; Dorchester; 843-
821-8172
JD 6620 TURBO COMBINE,
3360hrs, w/2 16ft headers,
f lex & rigid, $11,500 obo.
Glenn Fulmer; Aiken; 803-645-
2831
‘57 NI CORN PICKER, No 10,
1row, lot # P-163, ser # 80139,
$1200. Kenneth Sikkema;
Charleston; 843-200-2001
JD 16 DISC , f ield ready,
$1200. Chris Johnson; Aiken;
803-640-2734
JD 2020, w/ldr, 2r set of culti-
vators, tractor, t ires &
hydraulics in GC, $9500.
Ronny Wilson; Anderson; 864-
356-6959
‘66 FORD 4000 , dsl w/5ft
bush hog & blade, $3000, runs
good. John Dillard; Greenville;
864-834-4415
‘08 MAHINDRA 3325, 2wd
dsl, 208 hrs, 5ft disc & 5ft bush
hog, $6000. Demetrius Gillard;
Berkeley; 843-729-3519
‘99 DODGE , 24 valve dsl,
auto, supercar, has hydraulic
bale flat bed, lifts 2 rnd bales,
can sell sep, $12k for al l .
Michelle Bourdua; Aiken; 843-
997-9590
FORD 2000, gas, PS, VGC,
new tires, w/5ft bush hog,
2nd owner, $3800neg. Charles
Jacks; Laurens; 864-923-0522
JD 5303, 65hp, dsl, 609hrs,
EC, w/6ft bush hog, shed
kept, $13,000. Ricky Bolin;
Orangeburg; 803-263-4656
TAYLOR MACHINE WORKS,
No till drill, plant, cover, pack, all
in one, 2 seed boxes, 1 fertilizer
box, $1100. William Oswalt;
Lexington; 803-687-2551
PLOTMASTER PLOW, plant,
cover, culti-pack, grain drill,
all in one, 8ft, $7K obo.
James Mace; Berkeley; 843-
553-7372
16 DISK HARROW, 3ph,
GC, $600. Dustin Derrick;
Lexington; 803-622-4782
‘16 WOODS BB72, 6ft brush
bull rotary cutter, less than
10hrs use, $1900. Harold
Wright; Cherokee; 864-838-
4763
JD 10-23E, low hrs, 22.4hp
w/frtend ldr, hydrostatic trans,




JD 7100 PLANTERS, 2r & 4r,
3ph, finger p/u, $1800-$3000;
Duetz Allis 9150, 3500hrs,
Duals, $14,000, JD 6403,
ldr, $40,000. Ray Ward;
Clarendon; 803-473-3355
SUPER A TRACTOR, new
paint & rear tires, cults, fert
hopper, dbl hopper, Cole
planter, 4ft disc, all 3ph, EC,
$4500. Ray Fields; Aiken; 803-
564-3892
TRL, 12ft dual axle, new floor,
will carry tractor or bush hog,
$900. John Bouchil lon;
Barnwell; 803-300-3959
‘06 EXISS, 27ft GN 3h SL, full




TRACTOR, 376hrs, exc tires,
runs good, 3ph hay spear,
3ph subsoiler, $3800. Jimmy
Wells; Anderson; 864-437-
9608
MF 300 COMBINE, 13ft
header cab w/straw chopper,
shed kept, good for parts.
$500. Carroll Harmon;
Lexington; 803-359-3956
‘03 JD 926 MOCO
IMPELLER, EC, $10,000; ‘14
JD 635 moco impeller 1000
pto, $15,000. Will Culbertson;
Laurens; 864-980-1883
‘12 GREAT PLAINS, no till
dri l l  1006NT, 10ft planting
width, GC, shed kept, new
disk front/back, $19,000. Jeff
Hawkins; Anderson; 864-934-
4957
JD 535 RND BALER , net
wrap/twine w/bale monitor,
shed kept, EC, $7500; JD Van
Brunt 8ft grain drill, $1700.
William Shealy; Lexington;
803-513-3485
GILL ROLL OVER , $400;
James Coster; Greenwood;
864-227-2590
‘52 FA SC , GC, new rear
tires, $2100. Eddie Pack;
Spartanburg; 864-587-7728





sprayer, 1500gal, 6ft r centers,
spray 3r/side, 36in bed
top, $32k. Chris Cogdil l ;
Clarendon; 803-488-0022
BUSH HOG FINISH MOWER,
5ft, used, working cond, $750.
Tim Derrick; Abbeville; 803-
474-4209 neg
‘05 JD 790 TRACTOR, 27hp,
265hrs, dsl, 2wd, VGC, LN,
$6500 obo. Joe Harrell;
Richland; 803-786-4841
JD 454 ROW CROP HEAD,




$275; single row tree planter,
3ph, $275; 6ft disk, 3ph, $300,
David Wannamaker; Calhoun;
803-682-2117
JD 4840, cab, duals, new AC,
power shift, 5361hrs, $29,000;
JD front mount blade, $2000.
Jeffrey Gilmore; Chesterfield;
843-517-0315
NH LB75 B BACKHOE, 4x4,
cab ac, bucket, forks, stacking
rake, 12,24,36in buckets
thumb, $30,000. Brian Rikard;
Oconee; 706-491-1111
‘40 JD B TRACTOR , kept
inside, GC, $3500 obo.
Charlyne Raih; Dorchester;
843-563-4506
‘05 ADAM HORSE STOCK
TRL, 4 horse, GN, floor mats,
spare tire, custom plexiglass
for winter, $4725 obo. Andy
Anders; Greenville; 864-838-
8617
NH 488 MOWER CONDI-
TIONER, new knife, new bear-
ings in rollers & wobble box,
$2000. Aaron Boyd; Aiken;
803-645-9710
JD 3010 TRACTOR, $3300.
Kenneth Mullis; Richland; 803-
331-6612
BEAN 393CPD ORCHARD
SPRAYER , 500gal truck
mounted, 30in fan, JD engine,
runs good, $3500. David
Wilson; Greenville; 864-303-
3286
SQ BALE HAY SYSTEM, 730
JD tractor, 565 NH baler, 240
bale rubber tire towed wagon,
$11,500. William McClellan;
Anderson; 864-221-0867
JD 9400 COMBINE, 4WD,
$15,500; JD 1750 4r air
planter, $7750; 4r KMC rip
strip, $4000; Taramax 10
shank ripper, $6500. Gene
Roe; Aiken; 803-645-2234
FORD 2110 , gas engine,
EC. $3300. Brent Belue;
Cherokee; 864-921-3707
INT CUB LOW BOY BELLY
MOWER, w/complete belts &
pulley, GC, $750. Robert
Yonce; Aiken; 803-685-7240
CATTLE HANDLING EQUIP-
MENT, Powder River, incl
head gate, squeeze chute,
crowding alley, panels,
more, $3500. Bil l  Heard;
Greenwood; 864-993-8600
6 TON PULL SPREADER,
Adams Tandem axle, hydraulic
spinners, EC, $12,000. Steve
McAlhany; Orangeburg; 803-
682-3834
‘06 EXISS, 3H sl fac, living qtr,
elec, gas heat, ac, full bath,
elec, jack, awning, $22,500.
Edward Bell; Williamsburg;
843-933-0589
‘11 GN HORSE TRL, lrg camp
area, awning. hauls 2 horses
& wagon, 3 axles w/brakes,
elec hyd jack, $19,000.
Cecil Hooks; Marion; 843-430-
4906
L2501 KUBOTA TRACTOR,
13hrs, $12,000; 5ft finishing
mower, $1700 obro. Carol
Mixon; Allendale; 803-943-
8870
INT 153, 4r cultivator, 3ph on
36in rows, GC, shed kept,
$500. Jason Nichols; Saluda;
864-992-2753
JD 6000 HIBOY, green top,
rear fold booms, $10,000.
Hank Hughes; Orangeburg;
803-682-2667
5FT FINISH MOWER, 3ph,
new belt & blades, $800; Ford
532 sq baler, working when
parked, $700. Ryan Lindler;
Lexington; 803-603-2484
DISK HARROW, 4 section,
16 blade, 3ph, LN, $300 obo.
Ben Moorefield; Lancaster;
803-283-6655
KUBOTA B7510 , w/4ft ldr
& 4ft Bush Hog, 180hrs,
$10,500; 6ft box scrape, $500.
Jim Blackwell; Greenville; 864-
895-1747
INT HARVESTER, 2r plate
planters, VGC, barn kept,
$1600. Travis Cushman;
Aiken; 803-640-1982
CAT 933 TRACK LDR, 4 way
bucket, GC, $20,000. Dan
Kale; Chester; 803-581-8306
MF 1020, dsl, GC, w/belly
mower, pull behind Woods 5ft
f inish mower, $3000. Don
Hammons; Greenville; 864-
419-1699
JD 4640, 6575 hrs, dual axle,
good tires & batteries, runs
good, $18,000. Richie Ellis;
Allendale; 803-259-0548
2 FA H MODEL TRACTORS,
w/5ft Bush Hogs, 1w/frt end
loader, $2500ea. George
Poirier; York; 803-684-2517
‘75 FORD 2000 TRACTOR,
w/ Bush Hog, disk, f inish
mower, plow, dsl, 37hp, 1368
hrs, 1 owner, $6000. Dale
Bragg, Edgefield, 843-513-
7330
‘54 FORD JUBILEE, restored,
EC, w/King Kutter 6ft finishing
mower, GC, $4500. Harold
James; Pickens; 864-878-
4134
MF 2605 TRACTOR ,
w/canopy, 126hrs, 5ft Howse
disc, 5ft Kodiak BH, w/safety
chain, set of turn plow,
$13,500. David Fralix;
Dorchester; 843-560-4151
KK 6FT FINISH MOWER,
4y/o, brand new belt,
blades, spindles. $950. Joseph
Dyches; Allendale; 843-812-
2137
JD 8345R TRACTOR ,
$140,000; GP Turbo ti l l ,
$25,000; KBH seed bag
handler, $850. John Durai;
Kershaw; 803-418-9230
FORD TRACTOR , newer
2000 3cyl gas, pto, runs good,
vg front t ires, f ield ready,
$3795; 5ft pull type bush hog,
$595. M Wilson; Spartanburg;
864-595-1136
IH 5500 CHISEL PLOW,





$250; 2 bottom plow,
$350; subsoiler, $200; fert
sprd, $300. Otis Hembree;
Spartanburg; 864-316-1222
INT COMBINE 1440 , GC,
$10,000. Charles Nichols;
Saluda; 864-445-8350
CASE IH 7140 , MFWD,
recent overhaul & injection
pump, duals. $32,000; 2055
cotton picker, GC, $7500.
Wesley Wiles; Barnwell; 803-
516-2557
DISC MOWER , Li ly 5ft,
$2500. Rickie Evans; Chester;
803-209-2714
JD 2010 TRACTOR, canopy,
new rear tires, 2r cultivator,
planters, GC, $7500; 8x16ft trl,
all metal, more, $4000. Jimmy
Wilson; Anderson; 864-338-
5506
LOWBOY TRL, 25 ton,
tandem axle, dovetail, ramps,
$3950; 10ft Bush hog,




ER, ‘98/’99, 4440 hrs, 6 way
blade, new sprockets, runs
good, shed kept, $17,500.
James Smith; Spartanburg;
864-205-1464
JD 5420 , w/front end ldr,
4WD, 2000hrs, 81hp engine,




GRAPPLE, can accumulate &
grapple 8-10 sq bales, length
of bale 36-44in, used little,
$3500. Tom Coggins;
Spartanburg; 864-877-6742
6IN AUGER, 40ft w/o motor,
on tires, $300; gravity wagon,
w/extended sides, $800. Billy
Laurey; Barnwell; 803-671-
1927
FA 140, cultivators, $4000.






COW TRL, 5ftx14ft, dual axle,
center gate, rear swing, sliding
combo gate. good tires
w/spare, $1000.Tom Horsley;
Laurens; 864-876-2601
FARM TRL, 6ft 10in W x 16ft,
dual axle, good tires, no load-
ing ramps, $1000 firm. Philip
Poole; Union; 864-427-1589
NH 648 BALER , taken to
dealer every 2 yrs for check-
up, all belts replaced, ‘15 bale
avg 500/yr, GC, $10,000. Joe
Henson; York; 803-448-5287
‘55 MH 33 RC, $4200; MH 44
std, alt, $3800; both repainted
& run, no 3pt. Jeff Jackson;
Pickens; 864-704-3466
JD 336 SQ BALER, $2750.
Roy Estridge, Anderson, 864-
296-0431
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16 DISC HARROW, 5ft,
Lienbach line, VGC, $275.
Jerry Smith; York; 803-371-
3272
3H SL AL SOONER TRL, LN,




tag along, 7ft high, $3000. R
Hurley; Laurens; 864-981-
5352
‘06 NH TB110 , 110 how,
ROPS, 1500hrs, GC, $22,000.
Louis Keasler; Anderson; 864-
314-5336
JD 5103, 50hp, box scrape,
front spear & ldr, bush hog,
bucket, 1373hrs, $10,000
cash. Charles Black; Pickens;
864-354-7262
CONQUEST 1360, Cripper
seed cleaner, $39,500; Carter
Day separator, $9500; univ
bucket elevators, $18,500, all
new. Phil Davis; Spartanburg;
864-877-4394
JD 2840, GC, good tires, used
this hay season, $8500. Carol
DeShields; Spartanburg; 864-
303-5030
‘50 JD MT TRACTOR ,
converted to 12v, runs good,
more, $2100; JD 5020 tractor,
for parts, eng no good,
more, $2200. Billy Gallman;
Newberry; 803-276-7171
‘95 3H SL LOAD COLT TRL,
GN, living & sleeping areas,
shower, hw heater, ac,
sink, $3500. Charles Kizer;
Dorchester; 843-563-3779
SCRAPE BLADES, 6ft, HD,
3ph, $200. Avery Ashley;
Greenwood; 864-456-3204
MITSUBISHI MT372 GAR-
DEN TRACTOR, PTO lifts,
everything works, dsl, $2100.
Neil Cushman; Aiken; 803-
640-3468
DR POWER GRADER, LN,
delux model, w/remote,
$1000; 6ft Land Pride claw
grapple basket, 955 lb, used
3x, $2700. Bill Davidson; York;
704-641-5267
Notices are accepted for
agricultural work only and not
for housework, nursing or
companion.
UNDERBRUSHING, bush
hog, skid steer grading &
clearing. B Brown; Greenville;
864-380-6460
FENCES BUILT &
REPAIRED, 30 yrs exp, fair
prices, quality work. Grady
Berry; Saluda; 803-480-7894
FENCING, all types, 23yrs
exp, serving upstate. Danny
Hershberger; Greenville; 706-
201-5745
FENCES, built to your
specifications, free est. Bruce
Thomas; Dorchester; 843-563-
4373
BUSH HOGGING, t i l l ing,




wash rk, turn out shelter, 90A,
barn, bath & tack, 5 mis of
trails, owner on site. Tammy
Hodge; Sumter; 803-983-5041
POND MAINTENANCE ,
consulting, liming, etc, call for
est. Clay Chappell; Richland;
803-776-4923
WANT SOMEONE , to cut,
rake & bale 50A Coastal hay
for half. Johnny Hickey;
Chesterfield; 843-537-7535
ALL TYPE FENCES, repairs,
free est. Thomas Fallaw;
Saluda; 864-321-9969
TRACTOR REPAIR, restora-
tion, al l  types, 50yr exp.
George Bush; Lexington; 803-
640-1949
HORSE BOARDING,
overnight or long-term, on
2½A pasture, small barn.
Birdsong Farm, Cheryl Tuttle;
Anderson; 505-980-8669
TRACTOR SERVICE, repair,
tires, engine rebuilds, clutch-
es, cab interior kits, complete




cializing in New Zealand Hi
Tensil, Barbwire, hog wire 2x4
non-climb, 28 yrs exp. Richard
Crow; Abbeville; 864-554-1107
LIME SPREADING, specialize
in bulk Tenn lime, call for est.
Drake Kinley; Anderson; 864-
353-9628
POLE BARNS, custom barns,
working pens, al l  types of
fences, grading work, hauling
stone. Chad Malone; York;
803-230-3827
FENCE CONSTRUCTION ,
& repair. Andy Anders;
Greenville; 864-838-8617
STUMP GRINDING, tractor
work, l ight tree work,
surrounding Aiken counties.
Jamey Bledsoe; Aiken; 803-
645-4298
LIGHT TRACTOR WORK ,
bush hogging, discing, cut up
& remove downed trees. John
Tanner; Lexington; 803-422-
4714
CUSTOM SPREAD, lime &
fert, Tenn Valley lime, call for








spray weeds, treat fire ants in
livestock pastures, licensed,




WORK, build & repair ponds,
demolit ion, tree removal,
grade & clear land, repair rds,
free est. James Hughes;
Greenwood; 864-227-8257
LIME SPREADING, pasture,





artif icial breeding, semen
sales, also will help w/working




lime, lrg or sml acreage, crop-
land, pastures, plots, etc, call




harnesses, your place or
mine, qty disc. Laurie Knapp;
Lexington; 803-317-7613
WANT SOMEONE, to mow &
bale hay on per bale price,
30+A Coastal Bahia Fescue
mix in Lugoff. Danny Deason;
Kershaw; 704-282-7553
CUSTOM PLANT, Bermuda
Grass on any size track, state
wide, w/row planter T44, T85
Coastal. Johnnie Burkett;
Aiken; 803-924-5736
CATTLE SERVICES , we
catch, pen, freeze brand,
mobile catch pens & haul; find




hay field spraying, bush hog-
ging, garden work, driveway
scraping, gravel, dirt hauling,
more. Bill Becker; Lexington;
803-873-2233
TRACTOR SERVICE, old &
new tractor, we come to you.
Jack Shelton, Richland, 803-
736-9820
ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION,
beef & dairy herds, synchro-
nization protocols, breeding,
semen, supplies, will travel.
Henry Mitchell; York; 803-627-
6142
SAW MILLING, logs to lum-
ber, w/portable sawmill, your




mechanic & radiator work on
any tractor or hvy equip; weld-
ing, more. Bil ly Gallman;
Newberry; 803-276-7171
FORESTRY MULCHING,
bush hogging w/track skid




Farm land listed must be sold
by the actual owner. Tracts
must be at least 5 acres under
cultivation, timber or pasture.
Ads from real estate agents
are not accepted.  
6.7A, S Pickens Co, previous
hay fields, w/3bd/2bt
1900 sf brick home, det
shop, $220,000. E Owens;
Greenville; 864-517-9262
28A , t imber, 10min of
Columbia, off Bluff Rd, $55k,
deer, turkey, hogs, ¼ mi from
the Congaree Park, power
avail. Carl Gulledge; Richland;
803-530-8885
3 POULTRY HOUSES, 12A




106A, oak forest, w/paved
frontage, creek, 7miles SW of
York, 982 Turkey Creek Ridge
Rd, $365,000. Roger Ware;
York; 803-517-8060
142A , Laurens Co, pine,
hdwd, stream, food plots,
public water, $2800/A, Cross
Hill. Andy Parnell; Greenville;
864-360-1370
13.7A, ½timber, ½hayfield,
3bd/2ba, DW, GC, city water,
well, 966 ft rd ft, 476 ft river ft,
more, $169,000. William
Barrett; Laurens; 864-354-6001
45A, pasture, trees, 1200ft rd,
water main, barn, storage,
I-26/85 off New Cut,
$15,000/A, 2200 sq ft
home neg. James Bayne;
Spartanburg; 864-272-6221
55A, former dairy, pastures in
Coastal/Fescue, older 5 rm




21A , wooded, on Lake
Russell, hunting, f ishing,
$109,000. Shirley Huston;
Abbeville; 864-941-7164
WANT TO LEASE LAND, in
upstate for archery hunting,
will manage & protect land.
Cary Cox; Greenville; 864-
918-1691
30+A FOR LEASE , $1,




12+A FOR LEASE, open for
planting, upper Abbeville Co,
on Bell Rd, reasonable. Vance
Clinkscales; Anderson; 864-
225-6084
41.37A, ½ pine, ½ open land,
3500ft rd frontage, 3 miles
to Lake Russell, $155,000.
James Bradberry; Abbeville;
864-446-2744
WANT CATTLE FARM , or
open farming land, to pur-
chase, in Anderson Co, to use
as farm, would also lease
properties. Steve Sease;
Anderson; 864-304-6313
17A, fronts I-26 & Chumley
Rd, elec & water service avail,
level areas, hdwds, wildlife,
small creek. $150,000. M
Wilson; Spartanburg; 864-595-
1136
Ads are accepted for raw milk,
eggs, butter and cheese
products permitted by the
SC Department of Health
and Environmental Control,
that are not l icensed for
commercial sale.
JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES,
$2/lb pick up, wil l  ship,
addl cost of postage. Lyman
Fogle; Orangeburg; 803-247-
2098




‘17 PECANS, in shell $1.50/lb.
Deborah Worth; Aiken; 803-
657-8774
PECANS , shelled, $9/lb.
Wayman Coleman; Abbeville;
864-446-2885
SUGAR CANE, Blue Ribbon,






STUART PECANS, in shell,
$2/lb. Donald Counts;
Newberry; 803-315-1016
FRESH EGGS, free range, no
GMO, antibiotics or steroids,
wht & brown avail, $3dz.
W Teachman; Anderson; 864-
356-1933
PECANS, shelled, bagged,
$8/lb. F Rowe; Newberry;
803-940-3317
PECANS, completely shelled,
$9/lb; cracked & blown,
$4.50/lb; in shell $2.50/lb, p-up
in Newberry or Irmo. Russell
Shealy; Newberry; 803-944-
7316
Ads are not accepted from
commercial nurseries, which
are defined as having annual





tall, Powder Puff type heirloom









muscadines, all in pots, $5.
Hazel Bridges; Greenvil le;
864-879-3384
LRG BLUEBERRY , 3y/o,
2var; sweet blackberry, $5ea;
pomegranate, fig trees, 3gal,
$10ea; muscadine, scupper-
nong, 2/$15. F Noles;
Barnwell; 803-383-4066
WHT MULTIPLYING ONION
BULBS, $10/lb, plus ship.
Steve Swaney; Anderson;
864-376-3556
SPANISH GOATS, 1 billy, 3
nannies, have been bred; 1
doe & buck, 6m/o, $250ea or
$1000 for all. Danny Laughlin;
Laurens; 864-684-1922
PB BOER BILLY GOAT,
30m/o, $250 or trade for a col-
ored Kiko Bil ly. Charl ie
Jackson; Lexington; 803-530-
4876




4 PURE KOY RANCH SPAN-
ISH BUCKS, solid blk, 11m/o,
$300. Thomas Tanner;
Georgetown; 843-558-2870
ADGA REG BUCKS, 2 - 4y/o
Nubians, 1- 3y/o PB Saanen,




SMALL GOATS , 1 proven
mini breeder, 1 wether, 1
female, not interbred, nutrient
supplemented, $175-200ea.
Jim Atkinson; Pickens; 864-
506-9023
SHEEP, $100up. Ann Furtick;
Orangeburg; 803-707-4826
BOER BILLY GOAT, 2y/o,
$200; mini dwarf nanny, $150.
L Gunter; Lexington; 803-532-
7394





Goats, Llamas & Sheep
KIKO, Kiko Savanna Cross,
$200up. Bobby Page;
Spartanburg; 864-494-2501
2 REG KATAHDIN RAMS, M,
wht ear tagged, B-1/5,
$200ea firm. Benson Ray;
Georgetown; 843-558-7360
PB NIGERIAN BUCK, from




B-1/17, $200. Francis Black;
Barnwell; 803-259-8428
REG DORPER RAM, 2 reg




BABY GOATS , bucks,
$250up; does, $350up; exc
b’lines, more, mature bucks &
does, $350up. Mark Yonce;
Spartanburg; 864-473-0253
ADGA NIGERIAN DWARF
GOATS , 7m/o buckling,




BOER DOES, bucks, withers,
8w/o-y/o, $100-500, high % &
100% ABGA. Bud Weakland;
Union; 803-924-7252
BOER BILLY, 10m/o, $150.
Andy Gallman; Newberry;
803-924-5157
FB BOER BUCK, B-2/23, Box
Car Willie grandson, w/ABGA
application, $250. Bill Walker;
Greenwood; 864-993-4359
‘17 CB, HQ, tight sq, $5; 4x5
net wrap, $45, highly limed &
fertilized, no rain, del avail.
Charles Howle; Darlington;
843-332-8063
‘17 COW & HORSE HAY ,
4x5 rnd, stored outside, net
wrap, $40/$50. David Milam;
Clarendon; 803-225-0202
‘17 COW HAY, 200 4x5 net
wrap mixed grass, limed &
fert, $25, pick up in lrg lots. B
Brown; Greenville; 864-380-
6460
‘17 CB, top quality, barn kept,
net wrap, no rain, $50. Fred
Crosby; Colleton; 843-562-
2707
HAY, rnd 4x4, $25ea. Jimmy
Dodds; Chester; 803-385-
3923
COASTAL, 4x5, $45ea, HQ,
baled in Sept; clean fescue,




rain, $35. John Lindenlauf;
Kershaw; 803-713-8913
HAY, rnd, $15ea. Gary Brann;
Spartanburg; 864-905-0155
QUALITY CB, 4x5 rnd, $35ea,
del avail w/25 mis. Bil ly
Johnson; Aiken; 803-258-3988
‘17 COASTAL MIX, 4x5,
net wrap, l imed, fert, $45,
1-10; $40, 11-20; $35, 21+,
can load. Ronny Wilson;
Anderson; 864-356-6959
‘17 MIXED GRASS, 4x5 cow
hay, $25-40ea. Danny Leitner;
Fairfield; 843-200-0887
‘17 CB , rnd, 4x5, net
wrap, $45ea. Tony Bearden;
Orangeburg; 803-331-4493
‘17 FESCUE, HQ, sq, $3.50,
del avail. Danny Sarratt;
Cherokee; 864-812-5605
TIFTON 44 HAY, HQ, in barn,
sq, $6ea. Les Shugart;
Chester; 803-385-2577
‘17 MIXED GRASS HAY ,
4x5, mostly Bahia, $25ea; ‘16
mixed grass, $15ea, disc on
lrg qty. Jason Shoffner;
Chesterfield; 843-858-4521
9 TIFTON BAHIA, 800lb rolls,
200 bales avail, $40ea.
William Morris; Florence; 843-
373-1150
HAY, 5x6 rnd, $30ea. Mark
Rodgers; Saluda; 803-522-
2329
‘17 CB , HQ, rnd 4x5, net
wrap, clean, $50. Vernon
Bonner; Sumter; 803-481-
4225
RND, 4x5, net wrap, under
shed, $55ea; other hay, $30-
45. Alex Nobles; Barnwell;
803-793-6867
‘16 COASTAL, 4x5, limed,
fert, lrg, $25ea. Johnny
Hickey; Chesterfield; 843-537-
7535
‘17 CB, 4x5 rnd, shed kept,
$45ea. Carroll Harmon;
Lexington; 803-359-3956
‘17 CB, HQ, 4x5. $40 in field;
$45 in shed, del avail. Jackie
Horton; Kershaw; 803-606-
1512
‘17 CB, 4x5, net wrap, HQ,
$40; CQ, $25, del avail. Gary
Bryant; Darlington; 843-858-
3865
‘17 CB, 4x5 rnd, net wrap,
limed, fert, no rain, stored out-
side, individually on pallets,
$50ea. Eddie West; Aiken;
803-507-8205
‘17 FESCUE, mix Fescue
grass, 4x5 rnd, net wrap, tight,
lrg, $30ea. Robin Patterson;
Laurens; 864-871-1974
CORN , 50lb shell or 60lb
cob, $7/bag. Chuck Gable;
Orangeburg; 803-837-0244
’17 CB, 4x5 rnd, limed, fert,
1st & 2nd cut HQ, no rain,
$50ea, del avail/fee. Dale
Blackmon, Lancaster, 803-
577-9008
‘17 CB , baled in Oct, 4x5
net wrap, clean, heavy, HQ,




4x4 rnd, barn stored,
dry, $35ea. Matthew Taylor;
Lexington; 803-767-3200
‘17 FESCUE , HQ, $4; ‘17
Bermuda, $4.25. Bud Greer;
Greenville; 864-963-9203
‘17 COASTAL MIXED &
BAHIA, 4x5 rnd, fert, $30ea;
10 or more, $25ea. Phil Ardis;
Clarendon; 802-460-0915
‘17 CB, HQ, 4x5, fert, no rain,
shed kept, net wrap, $50ea,
del avail. Oscar Easler;
Leesville; 803-530-6501
‘17 COW HAY, CB, 4x5 net
wrap, $30ea; perennial peanut
hay, 4x5 net wrap, $50ea.





‘17 FESCUE, 4x5, shed kept,
HQ & CQ, $30-35. Wesley
Boland; Newberry; 803-768-
2010
‘17 CB, 4x5 net wrap, $30ea.
Joe Hayes; Dillon; 843-845-
4092
‘17 FESCUE, sq, in barn,
$5ea. Jerry Butler; Laurens;
864-697-6343
COB CORN, in cabbage bags,
$7bag; lrg amt disc. Drake
Kinley; Anderson; 864-353-
9628
FEED CORN, $7/bu, bagged;
$38/55 gal drum, your drum.
Osgood Hamlin; Charleston;
843-696-0658
‘17 COASTAL, rnd 4x5 net
wrap, $40; Coastal Crab mix,
$35, limed, commercially fert,
weed controlled. Chris Collins;
Florence; 843-307-5917
CB/MIXED GRASS, sq, shed
kept, $2ea, cow/goat quality.
Mib Scoggins; Marlboro; 843-
601-1549
CB & TIFTON 85, 4x5 rnd, EQ,
under shed, $60. Pam Mack,
Orangeburg, 803-518-6701
‘17 COASTAL, HQ, lrg hvy sq,
$6, del; 4x5 rnd, $60; fert per
Clemson recommendation.
Gene Fickling; Barnwell; 803-
259-8588
‘17 CB, 4x5 net wrap, $50;
Fescue, net wrap, $30. John
Ashley; Anderson; 864-314-
7506
CATTLE HAY , Coastal
Fescue mix, 4x5 rnd, shed
kept, $40. Randy Anderson;
Kershaw; 803-669-2597
BERMUDA, sq, fert, no rain,
exc qual, $6ea. Lee Clinton;
York; 704-913-6127
MIXED GRASS, left over, $10
& 15, has some brown in it.
good Aug hay, $25 & $30 rnd.
cash only, 4 bale min. Randy
Orr; Anderson; 864-209-0909
COASTAL, Bermuda, 4x5 net
wrap, barn kept, HQ, $35; field
kept, $30, del avail. Steve
Koskela; Union; 864-313-8528
‘17 COASTAL, HQ, 4x5 net
wrap, $45; ‘17 Coastal Fescue
mix, 4x5 net wrap, $35; del
avail. Phil Lucas; Greenwood;
864-377-4337
‘17 CB, 4x5 net wrap, $40-60.
Bob Cooper; Orangeburg;
803-536-5376
COASTAL, HQ, net wrap,
51inx56in, $50ea, del
avail/fee. Lee Ell isor;
Lexington; 803-960-6080
‘17 HAY, 2nd cut, stored out-
side, $30; hay under shed,
$40; nutrition analysis avail.
Leonard Williams; Anderson;
864-245-0436
’17 RYE GRASS , fescue
mixed grass, HQ, 4x4 rnd, net
wrap, sprayed, fert, l imed,
$20-30ea, del avail. Donald
Counts; Newberry; 803-315-
1016
COW HAY , CB; brown top
mil let, al l  stored outside,
$40ea. Steve Mil ler;
Lexington; 803-917-5203
NEW CROP, shelled corn,
50lb, $6; shelled, 55gal drum,
$35, drum not incl. Wyatt
Eargle; Aiken; 803-604-7535
GRASS W/ALFALFA, sq, $7;
Crabgrass Millet mix, 4x5 rnd,
barn stored, clean, dry, $35ea.
Jackie Rogers; Spartanburg;
864-576-0736
17 FESCUE, HQ, no rain, 4x5
lrg rnd, $25. Curtis Coffey;
Greenwood; 864-993-0944
‘17 CB, rnd, HQ, CQ, $35-50.
Kirk Sharpe; Lexington; 803-
260-3944
CB , HQ, in shed, 4x5 net
wrap, in shed, $50 & $40; sq,
$5.50. Dwight McCartha;
Lexington; 803-429-6121
‘17 FESCUE, 4x5 rnd net
wrap, $40ea. Bobby Baker;
Lancaster; 803-285-7732
OAT HAY, rnd, 4x5, net wrap,
$40; Fescue, rnd, $35; oat &
wheat straw, sq, $3.50.
Charles Nichols; Saluda; 864-
445-8350
OATS SEED, combine run,
55gal drum, $40; wheat seed,
combine run, 55gal drum $55;
net wrap grass hay, $30.
Jason Nichols; Saluda; 864-
992-2753
‘17 RYE-GRASS HAY, rnd,
shed kept, $30ea. Jesse
Allred; Chesterfield; 843-680-
3040
‘17 CB, HQ, 4x5 net wrap,
$55ea; ‘16 CB, HQ, 4x5 net
wrap, $40ea; deer corn, 55gal
drum, $40ea. Joey Greene;
Aiken; 803-646-3591
CB, fresh, proper lime & fert,
quality guaranteed, sq, $7; rnd
4x5 net wrap, pallet stored,
$60. Theresa Kirchner; Aiken;
803-646-0999
‘16 CB, HQ, sq, tight, hvy,
$4ea. Frank Wooten; Aiken;
803-206-4499
‘17 CQ, 4x5 net rnd, $35ea;
wheat, 60# bags, $8/bag.
Joshua Waters; Lexington;
803-429-6114
‘17 CB, sq, HQ, firm & tight,
$6ea; ‘16 CB. $2.50ea, all
limed/fert to Clemson specs.
Louise Pollans; Orangeburg;
803-533-1763
‘17 CB, Tifton 85, HQ, over
edge net wrap, lrg rnd, $45ea.
Ann Furtick; Orangeburg; 803-
707-4826
‘17 FESCUE MIX, HQ, sq,
$4ea. W Dixon; Laurens; 864-
683-6620
‘17 OATS, combine run,
$4.50/bu. C Arant; Orangeburg;
803-536-4964
PREMIUM ALFALFA, $10;
perennial peanut hay, $8;
Alfalfa grass mix, $6, small sq,
55lbs, del avail. David
Froehlich; Bamberg; 803-368-
0097
FESCUE MIX, 2nd cut, 100
4x5 rnd, $30ea. Dan Lawing;
York; 803-517-0875
OATS HAY, 100 bales, $50ea;
20 bales, Fescue grass hay,
$25ea; 90 bales, Volunteer
grass hay, $20ea; all ‘17, 5x5.
Harroll Stockman; Newberry;
803-924-7878
RND BALES , for goats,
mulch, etc, $10, min 4 bales,
cash only. Kevin Orr;
Anderson; 864-295-3736
‘17 FESCUE MIX, 4x5 net
wrap, $20. Rick Taylor;
Oconee; 864-784-4647
BERMUDA/FESCUE, 4x4 rnd,
net wrap, 17 @25; 4 @20.
Bob Bunnell; Greenville; 864-
414-8450
‘17 FESCUE, lrg sq, $4.75ea,
HQ, barn stored, limed, fert;
CQ, $2.50ea. Tom Coggins;
Spartanburg; 864-877-6742
‘17 MIXED GRASS HAY, 4x5
net wrap, $35. Steve Fleming;
Edgefield; 864-554-0399
‘16 & ‘17 CB, net wrap, rnd,
$25-50ea. Marion Rish;
Lexington; 803-606-3554
‘17 CB , HQ, no rain, barn
stored, rnd, $60; sq, $6. Bill
Becker; Lexington; 803-873-
2233
‘17 MIXED GRASS, or sudex,
$25; Fescue Bermuda mix,
$30; all cut w/moco, no rain,
net wrap, Michael Strickland;
Laurens; 864-923-3153
‘16 CB, 40 lrg rnd 4x5, in field,
will load, $30ea obo. Arlene
Ray; Aiken; 803-649-2247
MIXED GRASS, rnd, in barn,
$30; in field, $25. Dan Kale;
Chester; 803-581-8306
‘17 FESCUE, 4x5 rnd, wrap
tight, no rain, stored outside,
$25 vol disc for 10 or more.
Mike Wright; Pickens; 864-
270-0560
‘17 CB , HQ, sq, in barn,
$5.50ea; 4x5 net wrap, $50ea;
‘16 HQ, exc CQ, 4x5 net wrap,
in barn, $35ea. Henry Welch;
Berkeley; 843-899-5414
C O A S TA L / S O U T H E R N
BLEND, HQ, limed, fert, lrg,
1200 lb, baled 9/17, $35.
Arthur McGee; Anderson; 864-
958-1710
FESCUE, HQ, 4x5, net wrap,
$50, shed stored on pallets;




GRASS MIX, HQ, sq, $4; rnd,
4x5, $45, l imed, fert, barn
kept, can del. Joe Henson;
York; 803-448-5287
‘17 FESCUE, & mixed grass,
4x5, no rain, $30. Carroll
Shealy; Laurens; 864-697-
6289
‘17 FESCUE, sq, in barn, fert,
limed, guar, $4.50ea. Perry
Bishop; York; 803-379-0097
‘17 CB, HQ, 4x5 net wrap, no
rain, shed kept, $60; outside,
$50; sq, $7, at barn, del
avail/fee. Steven Spires;
Lexington; 803-917-3746
‘17 FESCUE, 4x5, barn stored
on pallets, net wrap, no rain,
$35ea, bulk disc. Ashley
Johnson; Pickens; 434-851-
2207
OATS, $40/your 55 gal drum;
$8/40# bag; corn, $40/your 55
gal drum; $8/50# bag; wheat
straw, $4ea. Mary Anderson;
Richland; 803-446-3326
‘17 MIXED GRASS , 4x5,
no rain, $20, $30 & $35ea.
F Rowe; Newberry; 803-940-
3317
FESCUE, 4x5 rnd, fall cut, no
rain, $30ea, can load. James
Smith; Spartanburg; 864-205-
1464
‘17 CB, net wrap, 4x5, $40-
50ea. David Chassereau;
Bamberg; 803-267-4880
‘17 CB TIFTON 87, HQ, rnd,
4x5, shed kept, $40; ‘17
Fescue, 4x5 rnd, $35. Marie
Biggerstaff; Spartanburg; 864-
542-6418
CBH, fert, baled dry, stored
under cover, 4x5 rnd,
horse/$40; late cut/$30, 5 bale
min. Charles Hoback;
Richland; 803-414-3646
‘17 NET WRAP, 4x5 rnd
bales, $45ea; ‘17 Tifton 44,
sq, $6ea. Wil l iam Shealy;
Lexington; 803-513-3485
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‘17 TIFTON 85 BERMUDA,
HQ, sq, no rain, $5ea. Jeff
Hood; Berkeley; 843-749-4406
4X5 RND, net wrap, w/o rain,
$40. Bobby Steading;
Spartanburg; 864-585-0587
‘17 FESCUE, HQ, 4x5, $40,
limed, fert, no rain, in barn, del
avail on 10 bales or more.
George Bryant; Pickens; 864-
859-3765
‘17 FESCUE, & mix grass,
fert, 4x5 net wrap, $35ea in
barn; $30 outside. John
Steele; Lancaster; 803-286-
8035
FESCUE, 4x5, $50ea. Louis
Keasler; Anderson; 864-314-
5336
‘17 CB, HQ, sq, $6; rnd, $50;
rye straw, sq, $3.50; brown top
mil let, rnd, $40. Clayton
Leaphart; Lexington; 803-892-
2642
‘17 FESCUE BERMUDA MIX,
4x5 rnd, $35. Andy Gallman;
Newberry; 803-924-5157
LRG SQ, Alfalfa, $17.50;
Coastal, $9; Fescue, $7; rnd,
$55/$45, disc for quantity.
Jami Sacks, Spartanburg,
864-474-2105
FESCUE, sq, $4ea; $3.75ea if
100 are more taken. Albert
Wolfe; Spartanburg; 864-472-
8621
‘17 CB, HQ, net wrap, 4x5,
$40ea; ‘17 CB, net wrap, 4x5,
$30-35ea; all hay limed/fert,
del avail. Clint Goethe;
Colleton; 843-908-2055
MALE POT BELLY PIGS ,
$10-15ea; Yorkshire guilt, $25.
Wil l iam Claxton; Colleton;
843-909-4285
BERKSHIRE PIGS, all shots,
wormed, M & F, 14w/o, $70ea.
Jason Painter; Spartanburg;
864-641-9855
2 TAMWORTH GILTS, B-3/7,
$200ea. Bob Willis; Edgefield;
803-634-1467
½BERKSHIRE, ¼ Mulefoot, ¼
Ossabaw piglets, 8/31 & 9/14
barrows, $25; boars, $35;
gilts, $30-50. Dave Westhead;
Orangeburg; 803-290-3292
GUINEA HOG BOAR ,
250+lbs, good breeder, gentle,
$150. Steve Gajdosik; Moore;
864-764-4520
TAMWORTH HAMPSHIRE
CROSS, $40up; BBQ shoats,
$75up. Jason Murphy;
Fairfield; 803-402-5877
Each l ist ing must be
accompanied by a copy
of a current negative Coggins
test.
MINI HORSES, 2 mares, 2
stallions, tame, not trained to
ride, shots, wormed, coggins,
$200ea. Lynda Gardner;
Orangeburg; 803-492-8757
BUCKSKIN GELD, 17y/o, trail
ridden, around cattle, $600.
Janet Rushton; Saluda; 803-
480-5423
RED MINI DONKEY, 3½m/o,
small breed, parents 31in T,
$400. Barney Gause,
Williamsburg, 843-356-1671
REG MINI DONKEYS, gray
jenny w/blaze face, B-5/1/05,
$950; gray jenny, exposed for




female, 8y/o, $250. Sherrill
Orvin; Berkeley; 843-696-7692
TROY BILT CHIPPER, 6.5hp,
2in, VGC, $300. Warren Cope;
Lexington; 803-665-5822
WHEAT STRAW, 12 rnd bales,
4x4, not combined, has wheat
head intact, $25ea. B Brown;
Greenville; 864-380-6460
RIDE ON CULTIVATOR, old,
$150; mule drawn cultivator,
$40; roll around stel dolley,
$100; kettle, $100. William
Claxton; Colleton; 843-909-
4285
COB CORN, for deer, bagged,
$8/bag. Glen Wessinger;
Richland; 803-309-0860
5 T-POST, 5ft vertical, new,
$3ea. J Metts; Richland; 803-
781-6549
EASY ENTRY CART, for mini
donkey or horse, $650; mini
donkey horse harness, Amish
made, $1100. John Bray;
Abbeville; 864-379-3479
REDWORMS, $30/1000; bed
run, $25/lb; LS swamp worms,
$35/1000; bed run, $30/lb; call
for ship chrgs, more. Terry
Unger; Greenville; 864-299-
1932
ABETTA SADDLE , new,
w/pad, bridle, breast collar,
saddle stand, never used,
$400. Lynda Gardner;
Orangeburg; 803-492-8757
APPLE GOURDS, $3ea; 2,
$5,; 10+, $2ea. Carey Wilson;
Anderson; 864-231-6654
FIREWOOD, cured & green,
split & rnd, oak, pecan, hicko-
ry, cord, $1.50; p-up load, $50.
Jimmy Wells; Anderson; 864-
437-9608
FRONT WHEEL WEIGHTS,
for JD M, $100; rear cultiva-
tors for JD M, $100. Grady
Robinson; Anderson; 803-328-
0133
BILLY COOK CUTTING SAD-
DLE, used, GC, w/misc acces-
sories, saddle stand, $400.
Lena Renwick; Abbeville; 864-
426-3151
CHICKEN NEST BOXES, gal-
vanized metal, $25/section;
chicken house equip, winches,
$50ea. James Schumpert;
Aiken; 803-486-5018
JD 145 RDG MOWER, Hydro,
twin bagger, EC, $1100;
Swisher 44 rugged cut PB
mower, 13hp, EC, $900. Gene
Gordon; Richland; 803-788-
1550




POST, $10/frt end ldr, reg
bed truck, we load. Margaret
Stewart; Spartanburg; 864-
441-2277
GARDEN TILLER, Troy Bilt
Horse, Kohler 8hp eng, self-
prop, rear tine, rev disc, 20in
ti l l  W, $575. Jack Brinton;
Lexington; 803-894-3829
TORO MOWER , 6ft front
deck, dsl, old, cuts well,
$3600. Lewis Hay; Charleston;
843-270-9002
TRACTOR TIRES , 4,
480/80R46, 50% tread,
$200ea; 2, 380/85R34, 40%
tread, $50ea. Jason Carter;
Richland; 803-429-3481
RND CEDAR POSTS, cut to
various sizes, 3-12in dia, 6-
15ft, $3-18ea/size; cedar lum-
ber, 4x4, $2bf. Douglass Britt;
McCormick; 864-391-3334
BEE EQUIPMENT, no ship,
$500. Suzanne Warda;
Greenville; 864-982-4159
RND HAY RING, horse or
cow, $125; tote tank, $45;
2-60gal saddle tanks, 1 @$50;
1 @ $40 or both $80. Russell
Goings; Union; 864-426-2309
TOMATO CAGES, 4ft galv,
$5ea. Mike Sexton; Richland;
803-600-0414
UTILITY POLES, $1/ft, cre-
osote & salt treated, fence
post, pole barn post. Lance
Lowe; Anderson; 864-276-
2228
JD 2 DISC TILLER, $875;
antique horse drawn drag pan
scoop, $100. Jim Atkinson;
Pickens; 864-506-9023
HORSE DRAWN WAGON ,
w/side lamps & ball bearing
whls, $3500; 2-12.4x28 tractor
tires, more, $500. Otto
Will iamson; Wil l iamsburg;
843-372-2692
OAK FIREWOOD, standard
pickup load, $25, will help
load. Earl Eargle; Lexington;
803-796-8295
LUMBER, shortleaf pine, 1x4-
6x16, 45¢bf; red oak, 2x6x16,
$1.50bf; wht pine, 2x16x12ft,
$2bf. Kent Jewell; Lancaster;
803-320-3708
BEEHIVE, new, complete bee




SCAG FREEDOM Z MOWER
SFZ, 48in, $3000. Jim
Blackwell; Greenville; 864-
895-1747
RR CROSS TIES, 8ft, $11;
15ft, $36; 16ft, $38, can del.
Wayman Coleman; Abbeville;
864-379-1138
PONY CART, 2 seater, har-
ness, $225; 24in sawmill
blades, $20ea. R Long;
Newberry; 803-924-9039
TROY BILT TOMAHAWK ,
chipper/shredder, older model,
GC, chips up to 3in limbs to
mulch, $575. Susan Queen;
Lexington; 803-394-8668
55GAL PLASTIC DRUMS,
open & close tops, $15ea; hvy
wood barn gates, 4ftx14ft,








bass fishing, stakes, or other
crafts, $20up if I bundle; $10up
if you bundle. Dirk Burris;
Lexington; 803-490-4783
LONG LIFE FISH TRAPS, long
life fish growing cages & long
life turtle traps, $140ea. Bill
Walton; Aiken; 803-617-9623
1H WAGON, rubber on orig
spoke wheels, spring seat,
brakes, EC, $1500. Harry
Isbell; Anderson; 864-617-2627
BEAN/PEA SHELLER, used
1 season, ½-1bu size, alum,
$2000. Dale Bragg, Edgefield,
843-513-7330
STEP TOOL BOX, new, alu-
minum, cab entry, ProTech
model 20-2911-31,
15inx30inX31in, $400obo.
Stanley Taylor; Chester; 803-
789-5236
CRAFTSMAN 42IN LAWN-
MOWER, 17.5 hp Kohler eng,
EC, $750; farm Jack, 7000lb,
$50: 36in exhaust fan, $200.
Otis Hembree: Spartanburg:
864-316-1222
BOB WIRE FENCE, 1 mile 5
strand, metal post, 6x6, corner
wood post, GC, you remove,
$820 obo. Tommy Britton;
Williamsburg; 843-558-3893
REAR WAGON WHEEL, $150;
hand old timey water pump,
$150; cotton scale, $40; corn
sheller, $40. James Coster;
Greenwood; 864-227-2590
2 GRAIN BINS , on legs,
$1200 & $1000. Billy Laurey;
Barnwell; 803-671-1927
150GAL FUEL TANK, $200.
Mike Sheppard; Newberry;
803-924-9977




CART, side entry, lrg horse
size, wooden wheels, show
quality, $800. Charles Hoback;
Richland; 803-414-3646
55GAL METAL & PLASTIC
DRUMS, open tops, lids, rings,
$20ea; 15gal plastic, open &
solid tops, $15ea. Philip Poole;
Union; 864-427-1589
GOURDS, hang ready, $1-
1.50ea; uncut, 25¢-$1ea; lrg
cotton scale, w/6 & 8lb peas,
GC, $175. Robert Yonce;
Aiken; 803-685-7240
PRIEFERT HD GATE ,
auto/manual, EC, $500; tubs,
$25ea; 2 cow rubs, $25 both.
Charles King; Georgetown;
843-546-5758
SQ BALES, for fall decoration,
$2ea. W Dixon; Laurens; 864-
683-6620
FA M OR H DRAWBAR, good
brackets & rnd braces, dbl
plated U bar, no swinging
drawbar, $50. John Hunter;
Greenville; 864-979-5401
BLKSMITH ANVIL, $175; old
timey pump, $40; cattle clip-
pers, 2 sets, $45; head gate,
$100. Evelyn Edmunds; York;
803-222-3713
CEDAR POSTS , 7ft rnd,
$3&4ea; holly lumber, $2bf;
walnut lumber, $3bf. Andy
Morris; Newberry; 803-276-
2670
HARNESS, dbl set, Amish
made, draft size, Bio, EC,
$900. Morris Douglas;
Fairfield; 803-397-4280
2 FUEL TANKS, GC, 3500
gal, $1750ea; 10,000 gal,
$5000. Wayne Hancock;
Florence; 843-598-9660
BEE HIVE PARTS, unassem-
bled 44, 10 - frame, shallow
suppers, $10ea; 10 screened
bottom boards, $12. Laurence
Beall; Lexington; 803-873-2331
Ads are not accepted from
commercial nurseries, which
are defined as having annual
sales of $5,000.
. 
PINK CRINUM LILY BULBS,
$2ea. Charl ie Jackson;
Lexington; 803-568-3717
SAW TOOTH OAK, chestnut,








mature size 6-30ft, running
2-70ft, 18 kinds, blk,
gold, more, landscape,




$4.50; Jap Maple, Magnolia,
China Fir, Kwanson Cherry,
plum, $8up; more. Hazel
Bridges; Greenville; 864-879-
3384




Myrtles, Camell ias, 3gal,
$12ea. F Noles; Barnwell;
803-383-4066
FOUR O’CLOCK TUBERS,
many colors, maroon colored
leaves, cannas bulbs w/red
flowers, al l  $1/lb. Thomas
Brandner; Aiken; 803-641-
1191
MONKEY GRASS , hosta,
4in pot, $3ea; ir is, dayli ly,
gardenia, 4in pot, $4ea;




red, pink, Bengal Tiger, $8dz.
Robert Yonce; Aiken; 803-685-
7240
4 TURKEYS , 3 toms, 1F,
1½y/o, $75ea or $175/pr.
Patrick Yonce; Edgefield; 803-
480-2309
AMERAUCANA BANTAM
COCKERALS , $5/ea; Wht
Silkie bantams, $15/pr. Kevin
McCutcheon; Florence; 843-
598-2003
GAME STAGS & COCKS ,
$15&up; Muscovy ducks,
$8&up; roller pigeons, $8ea; 5
African geese, $150 for all;
more. Wil l iam Claxton;
Colleton; 843-909-4285
BARRED ROCK ROOST-
ERS, $7ea; blue laced red
Wyandottes, $45/trio; ban-




PEACOCKS , Cameo, Blk
Shoulder, Opal, We, Purple,
Pied, Wht, India Blue,
more, $125ea. Carrie Odom;
Chesterfield; 843-439-9601
INDIA BLUE PEACOCK, 1y/o
M, $50. Kell ie Copeland;
Dorchester; 843-514-7553





Horses, Mules & Donkeys
CHICKENS, yng laying hens,
$10-20; y/o RIR roosters, $5.
Dustin Derrick; Lexington;
803-622-4782




GOLDEN COMET HENS ,
1½y/o, $10ea. Leroy Smith;
Lexington; 803-356-3602
PEAFOWL, 2-10y/o cocks,
$100ea; 3 hens, $200ea, India
Blue, no ship. Suzanne
Warda; Greenville; 864-982-
4159




y/o, $2.50ea; quail hatching
eggs, $2/dz. Joseph Pickett;
Chester; 704-608-8628
MILLE FLEUR OE
BANTAMS , $15pr; brown
eggs layers, $15. Tim Boozer;
Newberry; 803-924-3922
SILKIE CHICKS , $10up,
depending on age, all colors,
Champion stock, last hatch.
Linda Sinclair; Lexington; 803-
360-5597
WHT CALL DUCKS, $40/pr;
Snowy Call Drake, $10; Silver
Sebright Bantams, $50/pr.
Kent Jewell; Lancaster; 803-
320-3708
HOMING PIGEONS, $15up;
trade & barter pigeons or
game hen or yng laying hen.
Dirk Burris; Lexington; 803-
490-4783
PEKING MALLARD CROSS
DUCKS, $5ea. Dot Miles;
Barnwell; 803-259-7820
8 PLYMOUTH ROCK ,





MIXED HENS, $10; roosters,
$2. Steve Martin; Newberry;
803-924-5581
MUSCOVY DUCKS, grown,
hens, drakes, $10ea. Kenneth
Dover; York; 803-684-6375
BREEDER BLK SHOULDER
PEAS, $300/pr; paradise shel-
ducks, $200/pr; Egyptian
geese, $30. Gerhart Lloyd
Gerhart; Kershaw; 803-425-
8796
RIR HENS , ready to lay,
$10ea. Clarence Freeman;
Chester; 803-209-2980
GAME CHICKENS , Grey
Stags& hens, $6. Jerry Knight;
Greenville; 864-314-2922
TURKEYS , bronze & blk,
6m/o-y/o, $40-50ea; laying
pullets & hens, Barred Rock,
Blk Sexlinks, $10, $15, $20,
more. Philip Poole; Union;
864-427-1589
5 MALLARD DUCKS, laying,
tame, $8ea, must take all.
John Whitehead; Lexington;
803-466-1532
6 BARRED ROCK HENS ,
7m/o, laying good; 2
French Blk Copper Maran




Bud Weakland; Union; 803-
924-7252
35+ RINGNECK PHEAS-
ANTS, mostly hens, grown,
$10ea or all for $280. Jimmy
Wells; Anderson; 864-437-
9608







MO COTTONTAILS, wild type,
$8up. Clarence Freeman;
Chester; 803-209-2980
DUTCH MINI REX, $10-20ea.
Philip Poole; Union; 864-427-
1589




Seed ads must be
accompanied by a copy
of a current Seed Lab Test.
BLK OAT RYE 3209 WHEAT
CEREAL RYE, Wren’s
Abruzzi, G-86%, $11/bu;
wheat, G-94%, $8/bu; barley,
G-94%, $8/bu; more. William
Kirven; Darlington; 843-616-
4049
OATS, $8/50lb bag, G-97%,
D/HS-0%, D/HS&G-97%.
Wyatt Eargle; Aiken; 803-604-
7535
3PH 6FT ROTOR TILLER,
prefer Woods, must be
in GC & reasonable. D
Dimery; Lexington; 803-796-
2995
DELTA HOOK CAT 2 ,
rapid/quick connect, 3ph
tractor control & receiver
plates, wil l  take individual
pieces. Terry Vinson;
Greenville; 864-338-5834
USED SCALPER , for
pine planting prep. Rease
Mims; Charleston; 803-840-
9101
USED 3PH, 7 shank spring
scarif ier/r ipper plow. John
Sites; Richland; 803-513-6877
Each ad must list a specific









can p-up. Mozelle Jones;
Richland; 803-463-0475
PONY, companion for
30y/o horse, rideable for
great-grandchildren, no issues
please, exc home. Andrew
Sabbagha; Kershaw; 803-432-
1386
HERDS , beef catt le or
dairy catt le. Kenneth
Satterfield; Laurens; 864-304-
3172
BILLY GOAT, medium sized,
up to 5y/o, in good health,
willing to pay up to $75. Dan
Hallman; Lexington; 803-755-
2799
OLD HAY RAKE TINES .
Megan Turner; Laurens; 864-
978-3752
BELLS, farm, church, brass,
any size, bell parts,
broken bells for parts,
blacksmith anvils, wash pots.
R Long; Newberry; 803-924-
9039
BLACKSMITH ANVIL, farm
bell, any size, hand crank corn
sheller. L Gunter; Lexington;
803-532-7394
MILITARY 10KW DSL
GENERATOR SETS , MEP
003a or MEP 803 only,
running or not, will pay cash.
Charlie Musselwhite; Pickens;
864-640-1311
PINE SAWTIMBER , pine
pulpwood & hdwd, we cut sm




CHAIN . Mark Keisler;
Lexington; 803-359-9589
PULPWOOD SAW TIMBER,
hdwd, pine, al l  types of
thinning or clear cut, pay top
prices, upstate counties. Tim
Morgan; Greenville; 864-420-
0251
LONG LEAF PINESTRAW, to
rake, top prices paid, 10+ yrs
exp. Trey Shull; Lexington;
803-318-4263
CEDAR TREES, 6-8ft to cut
for Christmas trees, will cut,
not hurt land. Perry Price;
Lexington; 352-217-6198
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Wanted -  Livestock
Rabbits
Sales
CLAXTON AUCTION, ev Sat 11am, equine, hogs, cows,
sheep, goat, poultry, camelot, more; Special Sale 11/19 1pm.
William Claxton; Colleton; 843-909-4285
11/25 CHAROLAIS SOURCE BULL SALE, 12pm, Chester
Livestock, Chester, for catalog call. Tommy Wilks;
Chesterfield; 843-307-0323
SMALL ANIMAL SALE, 2nd/4th Sat ea month, 10am,
poultry, animal related & farm equipment. Judy Cathcart;
Union; 864-427-9202
SPRINGFIELD STOCKYARD, 1st & 3rd Sat ea month,
10:30am, misc, hogs, cows, sheep, goats, poultry & small
animals. Nathan Croft; Orangeburg; 803-258-3512
12/2 H&S SALE, Sat only, 9am sharp, misc livestock &
chickens. Hallman Sease; Bamberg; 803-730-7101
11/17-18 EASY BEND IPRA WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
RODEO, T Ed Arena, Pendleton, 8 championship
events ea night, more. Allan Quinn; Anderson; 864-918-
7633
12/28-29 CAMP GERONIMO HOLIDAY HORSE CAMP, 9am-2pm,




NOMINATING MEETINGS FOR CANDIDATES 
TO FILL VACANCIES
ON THE SOUTH CAROLINA PEANUT BOARD
Pursuant to the provisions of the "Agricultural Commodities
Marketing Act" of 1968, as amended and Marketing Order
No. 6 for South Carolina Peanuts issued July 1, 1975,
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the terms of the following
members of the South Carolina Peanut Board expire as
follows:
Terms expiring December 31, 2017
District 1 Dupree Atkinson, Mullins, SC
District 2 Richard Howard Rentz, Jr., Branchville, SC
The term of office of the members elected and/or appointed
to fill said vacancies shall be (3) years.
The Agriculture Commission of South Carolina shall call for
nominations for said vacancies in the following districts at the
time, place, and date hereafter set forth:
DISTRICT 1 Monday, December 4, 2017
1:00 – 2:00 p.m.
Pee Dee Farmers Market
843-665-5154
2513 West Lucas Street
Florence, SC  29150
DISTRICT 2 Monday, December 4, 2017
9:00 – 10:00 a.m.
Orangeburg County Extension Office
803-534-6280
1550 Henley Street, Suite 200
Orangeburg, SC  29115
To qualify, a candidate for Board membership must be a
resident of South Carolina and of the district wherein
nominated and having been engaged in producing peanuts
within the State of South Carolina for a period of one year,
and during that period, having derived a substantial portion of
his income therefrom.
Under said Marketing Order, oral nominations for qualified
candidates shall be accepted by the Commission.  All oral
nominations for Board vacancies must be accompanied by a
second to be considered for election.  Nominations may also
be made within five (5) days after each said District meeting
by written petition filed with the Commission and signed by
not less than five (5) affected producers entitled to participate
in such meeting.
Any producer within the District wherein nominated
who produced peanuts during the past year is entitled to
participate in the meeting.
District 1 includes the Counties of Calhoun, Chesterfield,
Clarendon, Darlington, Dillon, Florence, Georgetown, Horry,
Kershaw, Lancaster, Lee, Marion, Marlboro, Orangeburg,
Sumter and Williamsburg.
District 2 includes the Counties of Aiken, Allendale, Bamberg,
Barnwell, Beaufort, Hampton, Jasper, Lexington, Saluda and
all other counties not included in Dstrict 1.
Frances Price, Chair
The Agriculture Commission of South Carolina
PO Box 11280
Columbia, SC  29211
Wanted - Farm Equipment
Seed
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AIKEN COUNTY                                                    
Gurley’s Christmas Tree Farm
65 Williston Rd.
Beech Island, SC 29842
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Red Cedar,
Leyland Cypress, fresh cut Fraser Fir
Opening Date: Sun. before
Thanksgiving,10am
Hours: Thur.-Fri. 2pm-dark,
Sat. 10am-dark, Sun. 1pm-dark
706-829-5904
Email: itri996@gmail.com
Tom Sawyer's Christmas Trees
402 Uncle Duck Rd.
Monetta, SC 29105
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, Eastern Red Cedar, White
Pine, Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut Fraser
Fir, Blue Ice, Murray Cypress, fresh
wreaths





BEAUFORT COUNTY                                    
A & A Christmas Trees
42 Old Cooler Cir.
Okatie, SC 29909
Choose & cut, Leyland Cypress, White
Pine, fresh cut Fraser Fir





The Family Tree Farm
110 Trotters Loop
Beaufort, SC 29907
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, Eastern Red Cedar, fresh cut
Fraser Fir, wreaths & garland




BERKELEY COUNTY                                          
Lebanon Christmas Tree Farm
253 Needle Ln.
Ridgeville, SC 29472
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut
Fraser Fir






CHARLESTON COUNTY                                  
Noel Christmas Tree Farm
1665 Fern Hill Rd.







Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, Eastern Red Cedar, White
Pine, Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut Fraser
Fir, fresh wreaths
Opening Date: Day after Thanksgiving
Hours: Fri. 1pm-dark,




COLLETON COUNTY                                       
Smiling Bear Christmas Tree Farm
126 Burlington Rd.
Walterboro, SC 29488
Choose & cut, Leyland Cypress, Murry
Cypress,Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut
Fraser Fir




DORCHESTER COUNTY                              
Center Bend Farm
236 Center Bend Ln.
Harleyville, SC 29448
Choose & cut, Leyland Cypress,
Carolina Sapphire, Eastern Red Cedar,
fresh cut Fraser Fir





EDGEFIELD COUNTY                                          
Turkey Creek Christmas Tree Farm
211 Wade Morgan Rd.
McCormick, SC 29835
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, Eastern Red Cedar,White Pine,
Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut Fraser Fir,
Blue Ice, Murray Cypress, fresh wreaths
Opening Date: Day after Thanksgiving




GEORGETOWN COUNTY                               
Cabana Christmas Trees
10615 Ocean Hwy.
Pawley’s Island SC 29585
Retail Lot, fresh cut Fraser Fir




GREENVILLE COUNTY                                   
Elves Christmas Tree Farm
217 Berea Heights Rd.
Greenville, SC 29617
Precut trees available, Fraser Fir,
Leyland Cypress, & Murry Cypress
Opening Date: Fri. after Thanksgiving
Hours: Mon.-Fri. noon-6pm,




156 Cooley Bridge Rd.
Pelzer, SC 29669
Harvest Your Own, Virginia Pine,
Leyland Cypress, Carolina Sapphire,
fresh cut Fraser Fir, wreaths, garland,
bows, jellies & cider
Opening Date: Thanksgiving Day, noon
Hours: Mon.-Thur. 1pm-5:15pm,




9029 Old White Horse Rd.
Greenville, SC 29617
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, Eastern Red Cedar, White
Pine, Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut Fraser
Fir, fresh wreaths, stands






Jim Smith's Christmas Trees
Retail Lot: 320 Haywood Rd.
Greenville, SC
Choose & cut: 405 Toney Creek Rd.
Belton, SC
Choose & cut, Retail, Leyland Cypress,
Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut Fraser Fir





GREENWOOD COUNTY                                    
Davenport's Christmas Tree Farm
120 W. Deadfall Rd.
Greenwood, SC 29649
Choose & cut, Leyland Cypress,
Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut Fraser Fir
Opening Date: Wed. before Thanksgiving
Hours: Mon.-Fri. noon-6:30pm,




HORRY COUNTY                                                  
Booth's Christmas Tree Farm
5268 Adrian Hwy.
Conway, SC 29526
Choose & cut, Clemson Greenspire,
Virginia Pine, Leyland Cypress, Eastern
Red Cedar, White Pine, Carolina
Sapphire, fresh cut Fraser Fir, Deodar
Cedar, fresh wreaths
Opening Date: Sat. before Thanksgiving
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8am-6pm, Sun. 1pm-5pm
843-365-3633
Email: boothschristmastreefarm@gmail.com
KERSHAW COUNTY                                          
Leeland Farm






LANCASTER COUNTY                                   
Old Time Christmas Tree Farm
2042 Mosely Dr.
Lancaster, SC 29720
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, fresh cut Fraser Fir
Opening Date: Thanksgiving Day
Hours: Fri. 4pm-5:30pm,
Sat. 9am-5:30pm, Closed on Sun.
803-289-1683
Email: biomoselern@comporium.net
Pa Pa John's Christmas Tree Farm
6980 Flat Creek Rd.
Kershaw, SC 29067
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, White Pine
Leyland Cypress, Eastern Red Cedar,
Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut Fraser Fir,
Blue Ice, Ball & Burlap, container trees,
fresh wreaths, tree stands, tree shaking






LAURENS COUNTY                                           
Hidden Trails Christmas Tree Farm
331 Forget Me Not Dr.
Ware Shoals, SC 29692
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, Carolina Sapphire, Deodar
Cedar, fresh cut Fraser Fir, wreaths
Opening Date: Thanksgiving Day
Hours: Thur.-Fri. 3:30pm-5:30pm,
Sat. 9am-5:30pm, Sun. Noon-5:30pm
LEXINGTON COUNTY                                            
Bear Creek Tree Farm
564 Amick's Ferry Rd.
Chapin, SC 29036
Choose & cut, Leyland Cypress, Eastern
Red Cedar, Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut
Fraser Fir, Blue Ice
Opening Date: Day after Thanksgiving
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 3pm-5:30pm,
Sat. 9am-6pm, Sun. 1pm-5:30pm
803-345-5607
Email: bearcreek1976@yahoo.com
Hollow Creek Tree Farm
228 Windmill Rd.
Gilbert, SC 29054
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, Burkii Cedar, White Pine, 
Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut Fraser
Fir, Blue Ice, Murray Cypress, Deodar
Cedar, fresh wreaths, bows, tree stands.









Choose & cut, Leyland Cypress, Eastern
Red Cedar, Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut
Fraser Fir, fresh wreaths, homemade
bows, tree stands
Opening Date: Sat. before Thanksgiving
Hours: Mon.-Thur. 3pm-6:30pm,
Fri. & Sat. 9am-6:30pm, Sun. 1pm-6:30pm
803-356-4005
Email: blexington7@aol.com
NEWBERRY COUNTY                                        
Shine and Lee's Christmas Trees
20670 US Hwy. 76
Newberry, SC 29108
Choose & cut, Leyland Cypress, Eastern
Red Cedar, Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut
Fraser Fir, fresh wreaths, garland
Opening Date: Wed. before Thanksgiving





Wicker's Christmas Tree Farm
940 Mud Creek Rd.
Newberry, SC 29108
Choose & cut, Leyland Cypress, Eastern
Red Cedar, Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut
Fraser Fir, Blue Ice, Murray Cypress
Opening Date: Day after Thanksgiving
Hours: Sun.-Fri. 1:30pm-dark,





OCONEE COUNTY                                               
Friendship Valley Christmas Tree Farm
130 Friendship Valley Rd.
Seneca, SC 29678
Choose & cut, Leyland Cypress, Eastern
Red Cedar, White Pine, Carolina
Sapphire, fresh cut Fraser Fir





Sorrells Christmas Tree Farm
156 Radisson Rd.
Seneca, SC 29678
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, Eastern Red Cedar, White
Pine, Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut Fraser
Fir, Murray Cypress
Opening Date: Nov. 19
Hours: Mon.-Sun. 10am-7pm
864-882-5054
PICKENS COUNTY                                            
Hilltop Christmas Trees
4008 Six Mile Hwy.
Central, SC 29630
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, Eastern Red Cedar, White
Pine, Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut Fraser
Fir, Blue Ice, fresh wreaths
Opening Date: Thanksgiving Day




Merry Christmas Tree Farm
244 Lay Bridge Rd.
Central, SC 29630
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, Eastern Red Cedar, White
Pine, Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut Fraser
Fir, Blue Ice, Clemson Greenspire





RICHLAND COUNTY                                           
Back In Time Christmas Tree Farm
1316 Community Pond Rd.
Eastover, SC 29044
Choose & cut: Leyland Cypress, 
Carolina Sapphire, Eastern Red Cedar
Opening Date: Nov. 10
Hours: Fri.-Sun. 8am-5:30pm
803-206-0461       
Email: rotanray@yahoo.com
Old Congaree Run Tree Farm
211 Old Congaree Rd.
Eastover, SC 29044
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, Eastern Red Cedar, White
Pine, Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut Fraser
Fir, Blue Ice, Clemson Greenspire, fresh
wreaths
Opening Date: Day after Thanksgiving




SALUDA COUNTY                                                
Matthews Christmas Tree Farm
1458 Spann Rd.
Batesburg, SC 29006
Choose & cut, Wholesale, Virginia Pine,
Leyland Cypress, Eastern Red Cedar,
White Pine, Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut
Fraser Fir, Murray Cypress, Clemson
Greenspire, fresh wreaths, bows
Opening Date: Thanksgiving Day
Hours: Sat. Nov. 25, 9am-5:30pm;





St. Nick Christmas Farm
1663 Old Chappells Ferry Rd.
Saluda, SC 29138
Choose & cut, Carolina Sapphire,
Leyland Cypress, Murry Cypress, Thuja
Green Giant






255 Christmas Tree Ln.
Ward, SC 29166
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, Eastern Red Cedar, White
Pine, Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut
Fraser Fir, Blue Ice, Ball & Burlap with
prior notification, Clemson Greenspire,
Deodar Cedar, fresh wreaths, garland
Opening Date: Day after Thanksgiving
Hours: Mon.-Wed. 3pm-5:30pm,








Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, White Pine, Carolina Sapphire,
fresh cut Fraser Fir, Ball & Burlap,
container trees, wreaths





Cooley Springs Tree Farm
418 Martin Camp Rd.
Chesnee, SC 29323
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress,White Pine




YORK COUNTY                                              
Lutz Christmas Tree Farm
756 Neelands Rd.
Clover, SC 29710
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, Ball & Burlap





Penland Christmas Tree Farm
6457 Campbell Rd.
York, SC 29745
Choose & cut, Virginia Pine, Leyland
Cypress, Eastern Red Cedar, White
Pine, Carolina Sapphire, fresh cut
Fraser Fir, Blue Ice, Ball & Burlap,
Murray Cypress, fresh wreaths, bows,
tree stands







South Carolina Christmas Tree Association List
scchristmastrees.org     . Contact individual farms for hours and directions.
TREE CARE INSTRUCTIONS
1. Cut one inch off the tree trunk.               2. Display in stand with at least one gallon of water.               3. Check water daily.               4. Do not place tree near a heat source.
(Fresh trees will drink a gallon or two per day!) 
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New requirements to reduce pesticide poisoning
takes effect in January
USDA Offers Loan Funding 
for Underserved Groups and Beginning Farmers
Bobwhite Quail: Practical Management 
for Landowners to be Held Nov. 17
New requirements aimed at reducing
pesticide poisoning and injury risks are coming
in January, and the Clemson Cooperative
Extension Service wants all South Carolina
agricultural workers to be prepared.
A workshop designed to teach workers how
to comply with new requirements coming to the
Environmental Protection Agency’s Agricultural
Worker Protection Standard is scheduled. The
USDA Vegetable Lab Conference Room, 2700
Savannah Highway, Charleston, is the location
for a workshop from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. on
Jan. 31.
Workers completing this training qualify for
three pesticide recertification credits. Attendees
with pesticide licenses are asked to bring
their licenses with them to the training. Cost is
$30 and includes all workshop materials.
To register, contact Katie Moore at
kcrouch@clemson.edu, or 803-417-5198. 
EPA’s Agricultural Worker Protection
Standard is aimed at reducing the risk of
pesticide poisoning and injury among
agricultural workers and pesticide handlers.
The standard offers protection to more than
2 million agricultural workers and pesticide
handlers at more than 600,000 sites. 
For addit ional information on the
Worker Protection Standard, go to
https://tinyurl.com/CUWPSMaterials.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
SC Farm Service Agency offers specially
targeted loans to underserved applicants as
well as beginning farmers and ranchers.
Acting executive director W. Jack Nettles
reminds producers that a portion of FSA’s loan
funds are set aside each year to lend to
targeted underserved and beginning farmers
and ranchers.
For farm loan program purposes,
underserved groups are women, African
Americans, American Indians and Alaskan
Natives, Hispanics and Asians and Pacific
Islanders. In order to qualify as a beginning
farmer, the individual must have operated a
farm for less than 10 years.
Underserved or beginning farmers who
cannot obtain commercial credit from a bank
can apply for either FSA direct loans or
guaranteed loans. Direct loans are made by
FSA. Guaranteed loans are made by lending
institutions who arrange for FSA to guarantee
the loan. The FSA guarantee allows lenders to
make agricultural credit available to producers
who do not meet the lender ’s normal
criteria.
The program offers two types of loans:  farm
ownership loans and farm operating loans.
Farm ownership loans may be used to
purchase or enlarge a farm, purchase
easements or rights of way, build or improve
buildings, promote soil and water conservation
and pay closing costs.
Farm operating loans may be used to
purchase livestock, poultry, farm equipment,
fertilizer and other materials. They can also be
used for family living expenses, refinancing
debts, salaries for laborers, install ing or
improving water systems for home, livestock or
irrigation use and other improvements.
For more information on FSA’s farm loan
programs and underserved and beginning
farmer guidelines, contact your local FSA office
by visiting http://offices.usda.gov.
Biologists from SC Department of Natural
Resources, Clemson Extension Service and
the USDA Natural Resources Conservation
Service wil l  spend a day discussing
management of the Bobwhite Quail.
Participants will interact directly with biologists
as they discuss the natural history, biology and
management of bobwhites and other members
of the grassland bird guild. 
During the classroom sessions topics will
include: biology, history, population trends,
various habitat management practices,
predator control, and conservation efforts.
The afternoon sessions will be held in the
field with topics including: equipment
(selection, safety, and operation), native plant
identif ication and wildl i fe value, and an
overview of management practices on the
property.
The workshop will be held Nov. 17 at the
Webb Wildlife Center in Garnett. The cost is
$10 per person, with lunch included.  Hours are




2 cups cabbage, finely shredded
1 cup shredded carrots
½ green pepper, chopped
1 apple, cored and chopped
5 Tb. yogurt
1 tsp. lemon juice
Seasoning to taste: salt, pepper, dill 
Directions:
Mix the cabbage, carrots, apple, and green pepper in a large
mixing bowl and stir.
Make the dressing by combining the yogurt, lemon juice and
seasonings in a small bowl.
Pour dressing over cabbage mixture and toss to mix.
This recipe can be prepared up to 8 hours in advance.
Store dressing and slaw separately in the refrigerator and mix
just before serving.  
You can add green onions, dried cranberries or chopped nuts





an easy recipe for
homemade pimento
cheese that your guests
will love. You can also





½ cup Certified 
SC Grown Pimento  
Pepper, diced
8 oz. sharp cheddar 
cheese, grated




½ tsp. black pepper
1 tsp. cayenne pepper,
optional
Instructions:
• Grate cheese and place in a mixing bowl.
• Chop pimento pepper and add to mixture.
• Stir in mayonnaise, salt, black pepper and cayenne 
pepper, if using, until well blended.
• Cover and refrigerate overnight.
Ag Fact:  Dukes Mayonnaise is the third-largest mayonnaise
brand in the United States. It was created by Mrs. Eugenia
Duke at Duke’s sandwich shop in Greenville in 1917.
Symbol of Farming Heritage
Old farmhouses like this were once common sights in rural South Carolina, where cotton was
king for decades. While many older houses have disappeared, cotton farms are larger than
ever. Some farms can encompass thousands of acres in multiple locations.
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Clemson soybean breeders Benjamin Fallen and Emerson Shipe have developed a new
soybean cultivar that extends the planting season and growing region. 
Photo by Marsha Hewitt
The annual American Heart Association ride at Myrtle Beach pulled in 1,110 horseback riders
from 23 states. The event featured a 20-mile ride on the Grand Strand, five days of camping,
clinics, and a costume parade. The ride is the only one of its kind in the country, and many of
the participants are survivors of heart disease. The fund-raiser made $305,000 for heart
research. 
FLORENCE— The soybean planting season
and growing region have been extended
thanks to researchers at Clemson University’s
Pee Dee Research and Education Center.
The Agustina soybean cult ivar was
developed and released by soybean breeders
Benjamin Fallen and Emerson Shipe. Fallen
said this cultivar possesses the long juvenile
trait which gives it the ability to produce
high yields even when days get shorter and
daylight hours are fewer. The trait also allows
the Agustina soybean to be grown in regions
not suited for most existing soybean
cultivars.
Most soybean varieties in the U.S. grow from
Arkansas to Minnesota. Fallen said Agustina is
more adapted and performs best in regions
from latitudes 22 to 29 degrees north, which
means this line offers a much-needed resource
for this region. Agustina also is resistant to
soybean cyst nematodes, the primary pest of
soybeans. 
The seed will be sold commercially in the
spring of 2018. Seed also is available
for research purposes or to develop new
cultivars and germplasm. Contact Fallen,
bfallen@clemson.edu, for more information.
Soybeans typically are planted in South
Carolina from May 10 to July 11 and harvested
from Oct. 20 to Dec. 30. Top-producing
counties are Clarendon, Dillon, Darlington,
Florence, Lee, Horry and Williamsburg.
In 2016, in acreage planted, soybean was
listed as the No. 1 row crop in South Carolina.
Figures from the USDA National Agricultural
Statistics Service shows a total of 405,000
acres of soybeans were harvested in South
Carolina last year.
New soybean cultivar extends 
planting season & growing region
Baking Arts Offered 
at Horry-Georgetown Technical
College
A program in baking and pastry arts is being offered for the
first time at a South Carolina technical college, said chef
Geoffrey Blount, the Baking and Pastry Arts chair at the
institute.
He says the time is now because of a surge in people being
interested in food, and in the business of food. “Certainly along
with the new, emerging food scene in the Grand Strand area,
cafes and other food facilities want trained pastry and bread
professionals.”
Back in the day, he says, “People opened cans and took
things out of the freezer, but today, we’re connecting with
farmers and everything is fresh.”
Chef Joe Bonaparte, the executive director of the college’s
International Culinary Institute, says, “We’re seeing stores like
Publix and Lowes Foods opening here, and the general public
has become more informed about food.”
People understand that what they eat impacts their health, he
adds. “Baking and  pastry arts have made a huge comeback as
people are becoming more aware of what is in the food they
eat,” Blount says. 
“Restaurants, hotels, country clubs and national retailers are
now making their own baked goods and pastries in-house, and
are looking for talented people to help them. This new degree is
a great opportunity for anyone looking to pursue their
passion and launch a career.”
The five-semester program started in the fal l . It
includes everything from cooking techniques to business
management.  
Blount adds that food itself, plus the growing, gathering,
preparing and presenting of food, have what he calls “layers.”
From that came the name – Layers – of the intern-run bakery at
The Market Common campus of Horry Georgetown Technical
College.
The Heartbeat of SC featured 
at 2018 AgriBiz & Farm Expo
Agriculture is the heartbeat of South Carolina. So what better
place to touch, see, taste and hear all things AG than at the
sixth annual SC AgriBiz & Farm Expo?
The Expo will be held Jan. 17 and 18 at the enlarged
Florence Civic Center.  With free admission, expanded
educational programs and engaging speakers, consumers can
experience all things AG in one place. 
The keynote speakers will be focusing on the No. 1 industry
in South Carolina. In addition, educational programs for
commercial farmers, poultry producers, and fruit and vegetable
farmers are all shaping up to be popular attractions at
the Expo. 
New this year is an enlightening and informative women’s
program, which has been added to benefit every female
involved in an agricultural operation. A record number of
vendors are expected to showcase their latest in technology
and new products. 













Commissioner’s Breakfast on Jan. 18   is an opportunity
to help provide funding for the annual commissioner ’s
school.
With free admission, the sponsors are expecting a big
crowd this year. Visit the website for further information:
scagribizexpo.com, or contact Miriam Pflug at 864-237-
3648.
Horses on the Beach
Address ads to Market Bulletin Advertising.  Address subscriptions to Market Bulletin Circulation.
Use the same mailing address for both: PO Box 11280, Columbia, SC 29211
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Kick-Off for Christmas 
Drive In Movie: "The Polar Express"
Nov. 24
5:30 – 9 pm
You and your family are invited to join us
for a "Kick-off for Christmas" 
with a drive-in movie: “The Polar Express.” 
Gates open at 5:30 p.m. and the movie begins at 7 p.m.  
Admission is $25 per carload, up to 4 people, 
and $5 per person over 4 in the vehicle.  
Buy online in advance if using credit card. 
Cash only at field.  
Concessions, please use cash.  
Whole Pizza-Pepperoni or Cheese $10 (Guy's Pizza) ,
Hot Chocolate $2,  Water 20 oz. $2,  Coke/Diet Coke $2,
Candy, two for $3,  S'more kits, 2 for $3,  Popcorn $6.







2017 Country Christmas Celebration
Nov. 26
1 – 5 pm
The State Farmers Market will take you back in time
at the Country Christmas Celebration.
The South Certified shed will be transformed 
into a winter wonderland where you can shop
a variety of Christmas trees to the find the perfect one
for your home. 
While at the event, get a close-up look at an assortment
of antique tractors and catch the tractor parade at 4 p.m.
Children can also make and take home Christmas crafts
while the family listens to festive music 
and enjoys holiday treats from food vendors. 
Special guest Santa Claus will be on site 
passing out candy canes and listening to Christmas wishes.
Make sure you bring your camera to take pictures!
This family event is free 
and a great way to kick off the holiday season.





Christmas Saturdays at the Market
Dec. 2, 9 & 16
Starts 8am
It’s time again for our “Christmas Saturdays at the Market”.
The Greenville State Farmers Market 
will be hosting its annual Christmas festival 
the first three Saturdays in Dec. 
The Market will come alive 
with the sounds and smells of Christmas. 
Christmas trees, wreaths, greenery and special gift items
will be available along with our regular seasonal products.
So come out and find that special Christmas decoration
and a unique gift idea to welcome in the Christmas season. 




For more information visit scagritourism.org.
Agritourism Event
Walker Century Farms
continued from page 1
Since she retired from Clemson, Nancy
devotes nearly all her t ime to the farm,
explaining that Bill and their son Clifton have
“real jobs.” Clifton and his family l ive in
the original 1890s farmhouse, while Bill and
Nancy have built a tradit ional-looking
farmhouse a short distance away. Farm
manager James Black is the only full-time
employee.
In addition to their Red Devon cattle, the
Walkers raise purebred Tamworth and
Gloucester Old Spot pigs. These breeds
develop quickly and forage well, and their meat
is both flavorful and tender. The pigs are
pastured with access to woods, where they
root for acorns and eat a natural diet. Their
supplemental feed does not contain antibiotics
or hormones.
In 2012 the Walkers bought and repurposed
a portable classroom into retail space, which
they also use to educate people about
sustainable farming. They sell their beef and
pork, as well as local foods like Jersey milk,
butter and vegetables.
The beef is aged naturally for about two
weeks. 
Realizing that people need green space,
about four years ago the Walkers added a
pavilion that offers “city folks” an idyllic country
farm setting. It is used for weddings, parties,
receptions, and meetings.
The story of her journey, which is both
physical and spiritual, is told in Nancy’s book,
“I Will Heal Their Land.” An ordained minister
with the Assemblies of God, she and Bill are
active in the Freedom Center of Anderson.
They are members of Slow Food USA, which
promotes the concept that people can eat food
that is good for them, good for the farmers, and
good for the planet. 
“It takes an effort to put the land back like it
was 500 years ago. We have created a
sustainable natural greenspace for our animals
and visitors,” Nancy said.
“Our goal is provide quality beef and pork
and a sustainable greenspace.”
To learn more about the farm, the products
and the pavilion, visit walkercenturyfarms.com.
Red Devon Cattle are the beef of choice at Walker Century Farms.
Fair Weather
Thanks
continued from page 1
This is your chance to help
win a point for your side of
this rivalry. Find out how you
can get involved at our web
site palmettoseries.com.  Your
contribution might make the
difference for Clemson or
Carolina. 
To show our gratitude for
participating in the food drive,
please stop by our Certified
SC Grown tailgate in the
Gamecock Village four hours
before kickoff on Nov. 25 and
listen during the game to find
out which school won the
food drive match-up.  The
only real opponent, of
course, is hunger, and our
communities are the real
winners in this competition. 
As always, I am honored to
serve as your Commissioner,
and I’m grateful for the
opportunity to help our
farmers in South Carolina
expand and thrive.   
Blanche and I wish you and
your family a very happy
Thanksgiving filled with the
blessings of family, food and
fair weather.
1st Joint Corn and Soybean 
Growers Meeting Set for Dec. 7
SANTEE--The first annual South Carolina Corn and Soybean
Growers Meeting will be held Dec. 7 at the Santee Conference
Center. 
The program will begin with registration at 8:30 a.m. and
concludes with the drawing of the grand door prize at 3:30 p.m.
A sponsored lunch will be provided. Trade show booths will
open at 8:30 a.m. 
Experts in their fields will lead discussion on the following
topics:






• I m p r o v i n g
Soybean Yields, by
Dr. David Holshouser 
• H e r b i c i d e
Technology Discussion
Panel: The Future
of Xtend/Enlist
Technologies
For more information
contact Laura Lester
at 803-734-1767 or
llester@scda.sc.gov.
